Feedback from women on your performance as a student midwife.

Reminders for students & mentors

- You will need to obtain two completed feedback sheets from women you have cared for in each placement (module).
- One must be obtained before your ‘Formative Review Discussion’ and one after, prior to your ‘Summative Interview’.
- To secure a pass in each module’s assessment of practice component you are required to include two ‘User perspective feedback sheets’ in your portfolio.
- The feedback sheets are available via your programme Blackboard site.
- You need to give these feedback sheets to your mentor.
- Your mentor will select the woman to obtain feedback from and will make sure she receives the completed feedback sheets.
- Your mentor will choose a suitable time to do this, to protect the woman’s anonymity, which may be on a day when you are not in placement with her.
- Your mentor will only ask for two feedback sheets to be completed per module, this means the two that are completed are the two that are placed in your portfolio. There is no opportunity to obtain further feedback in any one placement.
- Your mentor will hand back the completed feedback sheets to you providing opportunity to discuss the contents.
- The women will remain anonymous.
- You will place the completed feedback sheets in your portfolio.